Notification For Physical Counselling of M.D. (Ay.) Panchkarma Seat

This is to be informed that one seat of M.D. (Ay.) Panchkarma has become vacant in the Institute in Session 2020-21. Honourable High Court, Rajasthan vide Order No. S.B. Civil Unit Petition Number 2390/2021 dated 12/08/2021 ordered to fill this vacant seat according to merit list. In the direction of Honourable High Court the counselling at Physical/Offline basis is being conducted at National Institute of Ayurveda (Deemed to be University), Jaipur on 21/08/2021 (Saturday). The Reporting time of Candidate is 9 to 11 AM. on the same day. Following Priority will be considered for filling of this seat according to merit list.

1. Government CGN Candidate (who are not Admitted in NIA)
   (In case no candidate from above category is present then the candidate from s.no 2 will be considered.)

2. Private CGN
   (In case no candidate from above category is present then the candidate from s.no 3 will be considered.)

3. Open (DSRRAU Jodhpur / NIA)- Combined Merit

Note-
1. Candidate will Present with the original documents and fees (81750/-)
2. Admission and medical fitness will be done by NIA on the same day.
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